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TOPOLOGY OF FRAMED MANIFOLDS 

By Y ong Bai Baik 

O. Introduction 

D. E. Blair [1] , S.I. Goldberg and K. Yano [4] have studied the framecl' 

manifolds with f-structure. This is a gener1ization of almost complex manifold and 

almost contact manifold. In a framed manifold. we take an interest in S-structure 

the analogue of Kaehler structure in almost complex manifolds and of the Sasakian 

structure in almost contact manifolds. 

In this paper we shall discuss harmonic 1-forms in compact framed S-manifold 

and obtain some analogous results to compact Kaehlerian manifold and compact 

Sasakian manifold. The main theorems of the paper are Theorems 3.3, 4.3, 5. 1 

and 6. 5. In ~ 1 we give definitions of framed manifolds. In ~ 2 for later use we 

give pre1iminary formulas on framed S-manifold and framed C-manifold. In ~ 3 we 

discuss harmonic 1-form and we shall prove Theorem 3. 3. In ~ 4 we have used‘ 

2n-homothetic deformations to get the results on first Betti number and we shall 

prove Theorem 4.3. In ~ 5 we discuss the relations of harmonic 1-forms and the 

sectional curvatures and provE: Theorem 5. 1. In ~ 6 we consider an f-holomophic 

pinching to get the results on first Betti number and we prove Theorem 6.5. 

1. Frarned rnanifolds 

Let M be a (2n+s)-dimensional differentiable manifolds with an f-structure of 
rank 2η. 

(1. 1) 

(1. 2) 

(1. 3) 

If there exist on M vector fields 용 and 1-forms ι such that a . {l 

l=-I+J)~α@ηa’ 
η'a(용β)=0αg， -

f용α=0， ηα。1=0 ，

where the indices α， ß run over the range {1, 2, "', s} and repeated index α is t() 

be summed from 1 to s, then we call the structure a framed structure and the 

manifold M is called a globally framed f-manifold or a framed manifold ( [lJ , [3]. 

[4] ). 

The framed manifold M is called a framed metric manifold if there exists on 

M a Riemannian metric g such that 
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(1. 4) g (jX ,jY)=g(X. Y)- 's ηcr(X)Pα(Y) ， 

fo1' vecto1' fields X and Y on M , 、~rhere we put T?a(X) = g(일， X). 

If the tenso1' field S of type (1, 2) defined by 

S(j)= r f ,j J +,S ~a@dT?a 

vanishes identically, the f1'amed st1'uctu1'e is said to be no1'mal and the manifold 
M is called a normal f1'amed manifold. 

Further a f1'amed metric st1'ucture which is normal and has dosed fundamental 
2-fo1'm F , that is, 

(1 .5) dF=O , F(X , Y) =g(X,jY) , 
will be ca lIed a f1'amed K -st1'uctu1'e and M a framed K -manifold. It shouldbe 

noted that a f1'amed K -manifold is o1'ientable since 

η 1^ η2^ … < ηs < Fn # 0 • 

There are special two types of framed K -manifold [1]: 

1) If there exists global Iinearly independent l-fo1'ms ηl' …, ηs such that dηl= · · 

=dη5=2F， then we calI the structure a framed S-structure and the manifold M 
a framed S-manifold. As exarnple, there is Sasakian structure for s= 1. 

2) If there exists global 1-forms ηl' …, ηs on a framed K -manifold M such that 

dη1 = ... =dη5=0， then we call the structure a framed C-structure and M a 

frarned C -manifold. As exam ple, there is cosym plectic structure for s = 1. 

2. Identities in framed S-manifold 

In this section, we prepare identities in a (2n+s)-dimensional framed S-manifold 

for later use. 

We denote by L the operator of Lie derivative, then the following properties 

are well-known [1] , [3]. 

(2. 1) 

(2.2) 

L(중α)g=O ， 

L(~α)f=O， L(~α)F=O. 

Frorn (2. 1) we see that the vector fields ~ l' …, 용s are KiIling. 

Denoting covariant differentiation by 'ïJ in a framed K -manifold we get 

(dPg)ji=?1??αi' Thus, on a frarned S-manifold we have 

(2.3) 'ïJj T?ai= fji ’ 

.anJ in the case of a framed C-manifold 

(2.4) 'ïJ jT?，αi=O. 
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Differentiating covariantly f ji on a framed S-manifold, by a longthy 

computatioD we have [1] 

(2.5) V kfji= Sα(ηαjgik - 11，αigjk) -2,’a. 딩 ηβiηαJηβi- 11，αiηßj)' 
Froill (2.5) we have 

(2.6) 'ïfjαt = 2%Eαηαz’ 7apa지5 -2sfji ’ 

in the case of a framed C-manifold 

(2. 7) pkfI1=o . 

Next, applying the Ricci ’ s identity to ηai' we get 

'Vk'Vj11αi- 'VFkηcrz = - Rlz1Ztηαt • 

Substituting (2.3) and (2.5) into the last equation, we have 

(2. 8) Rkjzt%t=강(11akgji- 11ajg ik) - 2,’a. β ηβi(11ajηßk-ηakηßj) • 
Transvecting g'1 to (2.8) we have 

(2.9) RktPαf = 2%Eg?ak • 

Similarly, applying the Ricci’ s identity to ff, we get 

7k?jff - Pj7kfzh =Rkjt/파t -Rkj파. 
Substituting (2.5) into the last equation, we have 

Rt빠ff= - R센t자t +s(fμ윈/z+껴h앓-fklzgji -져igkh) 

+2Sα， βfk/ηαhηβt-ηαiηßh) 

-sSβ(fkiηßjηβh - fklzηßjηβz -지·tηßkηßh+fjhηßiηßk) 

- Ea, β(fkh11aiηßj-fjhηgiηβk-fkiηahηβi+fjiηahη'ß~ 

Trans1rectiIIg gkh to the last equation we have 

(2.10) 웅Rs.삶t=Rtjf/+(2n-1)sfji • 

Since R stji and f ji are ske\v-symmetric with respect to j and z' in (2.10), we have 

(2.11) Rjtfit= -Ri져
t . 

From (2.10) we have 

(2.12) fst?sPt깜= - {Rjtfit+(2%-1)찍;i} 상， 
for any vector uj • 
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3. Harmonic l-forms in a compact framed S-manifold 

ln this section, we consider l-form and first Betti nurnber in a cornpact framed 

S-rnanifold. 

First we prove 

LEMMA 3. 1. In a compact /:γamed S-manψC{)ld ， a hα7η'Wnic l-form w is orthogonal 

to ç a' that is, 강ωi=O. 

PROOF. Since the vector fields 용α are Killing, we have dCC( =O for the scalars‘ 

Ca defined by Ca =양W i for each a , Hence C a are constant. If we define μ by 

(3.1) zu=ECaηa+μ , 

then μ is a l-form orthogonal to 잃. Operating ..1 to the last equation we get 

d%= - ZCa4ηα and as 까r are Killing we have 

(L1μ)i= - 2:'C /L1ηg)z=2ECa획ηat=4%ECaηai ’ 
by virtue of (2. 1) and (2.9). Hence χ is a harmonic l-form because of (.1μ， μ)=0. 

Thus we have C a = 0 and obtain the lernma. 

LEMMA 3.2. In a compact framed S-manz!old, w=fw z's a harmonic l-form for 

any harmonz'c l-form w. 

PROOF. Taking account of lemrna 3. 1 and (2.6) we get 

(4@)1=pa%(강딴) -Rr(fazωz) 

= (7aAaf12)t간十2(7afj1)(7aZUz) +fjz7a?aμ’i-fjaRatZUi , 

the first two terms of the right rnember is transformed to 

-2하1z딴+2sfj2%z + 2sZηaJ품faz딴+2s2:'ηgj월afat%i= o ’ 

by birture of (1. 2) and (2.6). Thus we have 

(..1상)j=fj(7염a%z-Rr%a)=o. 

From lemmas 3. 1 and 3.2 we have 

THEOREM 3.3. The first Betti nμmber of a compact /:γamed S-ημ1nz! 01 d z's zer& 

and eνen. 

Next, we define an f-analytic form as a l-form u satisfying 

(3.2) 

and 

fdκ-djiμ=0， 
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(3.3) z'(일)μ=0 for all ça' 

Then the equation (3.2) is written explicitly as follows 

(3.4) f/(\la깐- \liua) - \ljCftu) - \li(f/u) =0 

Taking account of (3.3) and (2.5), the last equation is written by 

(3.5) fja7aμi-ft\ljμa+ ..saηaj싼-..sαηaiUj=O. 

Transvecting (3. 5) with g'l we obtain 

(3. 6) Fz7J깐=0. 

Then we prove 

THEOREM 3. 4. A necessary and sμrjficient condzïionjor a 1τform μ z·x a coηψact 

fγ'amed S-ηzanz:told 10 be harmonic is Ihat it is f-analytic. 

PROOF. For a harrnonic l-forrn χ， we have dμ =0 and i(ça)=O by virtue of 

lernrna 3. 1. Then f，μ is also a harrnonic and we have dfu=O. Hence μ is an 

f-analytic. 

Conversely, let u be an f-analytic, then we have z"(싫u=일z깐= O. Differenting

the above and rnaking use of (2. 4) we get 

fjzZta+ (71%i〕휠=0. 

Again diffirentiating the last equation and using of (3.6) we have 

(3.7) 합77j%=o. 

Next, transve다ing (3.5) with f~ we have 

f;f~\laμi+71%k-2η'al;\ljμa +f~..s용aj깐=0. 

Operating \lJ=gJ1\li to the last equation we get L1μ= 0, by virtue of (3. 7) and 

(2.5). Thus μ is harrnonic. 

4. Harmonic l-forms and Ricci curvature tensors 

In this section, we use 2η-hornothetic deforrnations to get results on the first 

Betti nurnbers. First we put D by the equations r;α:-:= 0 for all α， then D is a 

2n-dirnensional distribution. We define a 2n-hornothetic deforrnation, or sirnply a 

D-hornothetic deforrnation gi;• * g ii is given by '1 0 J 

C4.1) %gji = agjz+bZ’ ηaJηαi ' 

for the constants a. and b satisfying a>O and a+b>O, The inverse rnatrix 
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(*gjk) of ('*gj") is given by 

(4.2) 

If we put 

j k -1 7 ". _ I ., "\ -1 r'1 p..j ~k 썽I =a g-l -“ b(a+b) E Fa 요 , 

w 2
, = jk *r1

,. _ r 2
, jk • jk ’ 

we have in a framed S-manifold 

(4.3) w;k = -a-1bEg(f삶k + f;Tiaj) • 

Substituting (4.3) in to the 
11 ~ 'rY"p"h ~~ ... h y 'Y' .... a __ h ....... G 

휴Rjkh=Rjkh+7gWjk --7IWik +Wa1Wlk -walWZk ’ 
we have 

(4.4) 용R싫=R;;k+a-1bs(2f월+f?ik-f짧 

+a -lb S(Tiak인f?+%V파-ηak인f?-%z인f$) 
_? ? _b b 

+a γ(ιEηαj-δ;Eηαl)Z깨ak 

+a -2b2(S，강(깨αjSηβi - 깨aaEηßj)Sηrk 
Contracting with respect to i and iz \Ye get 

(4.5) *Rjk=Rjk -2a -lbs황+ 2a-lb(2% 4-s)Zη여η'ak+2na-2b2SηαjSηβk 

where we have used (2.6). Contracting the last equation with (4.2), we have 

(4.6) %R=a-1R-2%Sa-2b, 

where R is the scalar curvature. 

LEMMA 4. 1. For a fr，αmed manzfold M wzïh structure tensors Cf, g , 알， Tia) , we 

pμt 

(4.7) *f=f, 헐g=a값， 핵'a=a -1ηα， *g=ag+(i-a)Sηa@ηa 

for poszïz"ve constant a. 11 (/, g , 갈， η'a) z's a Iramed S-structμre (C-structure, resp.) , 
then (안f， *g, 용흥α， 핵심 z's also a Iramed S-strμctμre (C-strμct;μre 1'esp.) 

PROOF. By the definition it is easy to see that (한， ￥g， ￥잃， 채α) is a framed 

metric structure. We compute 

*d*η'a(X， y)*g-a=*dηa(X， Y)용a = (휴Vxηa)(Y)-(*VYηa)(X) 

=(Vxηa)(Y)-(\7yηa)(X) -dη'a(X， Y)홍a 

from which and 한=1， we have 
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[한，션1 +17 *d휴ηα(X， Y)현a=O. 

From F*(X , Y)=aF(X , Y) we get *d*F=adF=O. Thus the structure (fξ 싸g， 

폼α， 얘a) is a framed K -structure. 

Furthermore we have 

휴d*ηα(X，Y)= αdηα(X， Y)=2*F(X , Y) ’ 

this shows that (션， *g , 챈a' 채α) is a framed S-structure. 

LEMMA 4.2. A harmo12ic l-form w κlith respect to g 012 a fraηzed S-manzfold M 

z's also a húrmonic l-form wz"th respect to *g. 

PROOF. Since dw=O and δw=O， we prove *dw=O and 휴δw=O. By the definitions 

of 홉d and *δ we get 

(%dzu)jz= 채jZUi - %와tt)l 

=(민딴_w
a

낀Wa)-(\li띤 -w;%a) . 

Since W장 is symmetric with respect to z' and j , we have 홉dμ1=0. 

%δw=￥gt1(%71%i) 

=(a-낭i_ a- 1b(a+b)-1양강)(민%z-w￡ %) 

=a-1δw. 

Hence we have 휴ow=O. 

THEOREM 4.3. 012 a compact framed S-manzfold M , there exists 120 lzarmo12ic 
l-form w whiclz satisfies 

(4.8) R1(w , w)+2sg(w. w)>O 

for any poi12t of M a12d which has at leasto12e poi12t where i12qualzïy holds. 

Especially, zf R1 +2s g is positive definzïe, the12 the first Beti 12umber is zero. 

that is. b1 (M) = O. 

PROOF. Assume that there exists a harmonic l-form w satisfying (4.8). As M 

is compact g(w , w) is bounded and there exists a positive number e such that 

R1(w , w)+2sg(w, zo)>e>O 

holds everyw here over M. 

On the other hand.. by lemma 3. 1, (4.2) and (4.5) we hav E' 

용R. ’‘ 1 ! -1 R j ? i μ1 %tU = a fIrjgZU m 

=a-1(Rji-2α-lbs gji)심zf . 
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표 we choose the constant a so small that 
2asg(ψ， w)<e， 

then we have 
용R1(용w， *w)>O, 

the last inquality contradicts to the Theorem of. Yano and Bochner [9] • 

5. Harrnonic l-forrns and curvature tensors 

In a framed manifold M , we define an I-basis at a point of M as the set of 

<>rthogonal frame {e;l.' e감， ea,} (싼=n+À， α'=2n+α) such tha 

(5.1) e칸=Ieì..' ea,= 잃 

Then the components of the metric tensor g and the fundamental 2-form F with 

respect to an I-basis are given by 
nU 

nU 
-A 

μ
 

nU 

Sv 

0 0 

(5.2) g=[ 0 O 

O 

O 

O 

F= 
4 % 0 

respectively. Then we have fλX‘=-1， 1싼ì.. = 1 and other components are all zero. 

In a framed S-manifbld, from (2.11) , for an eigenvector X of R1, IX is also 

an eigenvector. Thus we have an I-basis for which only R쳐’ Rì..얘용 and Raα =2n 
may be non-vanishing components of Rl' Hence the matrix (Rij) is a diagonal. 

By K(X, Y) we mean the sectional curvature for the 2-plane determined by 
X and Y , and we put 

K?.μ =K(e?.， eμ) ， 

K?，α=K(eλ’ 용a)' 

Kì..μ‘ =K(e?.， eμ .. ), 

K?.*a=K(e칸’ 웅씨， 

then we have 

(5.3) K , =K Xμ a융μ ’ 

Kαβ=0， 

K ‘ =K α Xμ X‘μ’ 

K，~.=K ，~_=1. ?,a- u ì..츄a 

From (5.3) we get 
(5.4) 

(5.5) 
RV .. = s+Sμ(Kì..μ+Kì..μ‘)， 

R?.션 .. = s+Sμ(K싼μ+Kì..싸μ .. ). 

THEOREM 5. 1. Let M be a compact Iramed S-mm씨fold 01 dimension 2n+s. 11 
the sectional curvatuγe 01 M satislies the 1’elatz"on 

(5.6) Sμ(Kì..μ+Kì..μ용)> -3s , 

‘ 

’ 
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then b1 (M) =0. 

PROOF. For any vector X = (aÀ.' bÀ.' 0) with respect to the f-basis {eÀ.' e싼 , 웅씨 , 
we have 

g(X， X)=감(a3+bp 

.and 

Rl(X， X)=~ RU(aÀ.)2+~R싼X‘(bx)2 , 
:substituting (5.4) and (5.5) into the last equation, we get 

R 1(X , X)+2sg(X , X)=(~μ(KÀ.μ+KÀ.μ‘) +s)g(X, X) +2sg(X, X). 

By hypothesis we see that 
R 1(X , X)+2sg(X, X)>O • 

Now, suppose that w be a non-zero harrnonic 1-forrn, then the vector X associated 

to w is orthogonal to 옹a' This contradictory to Theorem 4. 3. Hence ω has to be 

zero and b1 (M) =0. 

6. Harmonic l-forms and f-hoIomorphic pinching 

In a framed S-manifold, analogously to the Sasakian case [8] , we define certain 

pinching‘ for f-sectionaI curvature and discuss the relations of harmonic 1-forms 
.and such a pinching. To get the relations we consider a D-homothetic deformation: 

(6. 1) %g=ag+ (a2-a)Zη/2977，α • 

LEMMA 6. 1. For a D-homothetic dκformatz"on (6.1) on a framed S-manifold M , 
we haνe 

(6.2) 

(6.3) 

PROOF. 

*K ‘ =a IK「 • 
λμ ‘μ-

*K?-μ*=a-1 [K2μ* +3s(1-a)ζμ] 

(especially , *Ku‘ +3s=a -1(K Ã.?,‘ +3s)) 

For an f-basis (eï,’ 한， 용a)' the related 한-basis is given by 

용 -1/2~ *~ _n -1/2 
ι =a . e ,, ^e , .. =a . e , À.-~ ~;(' ~À. λ %용a=a-1& • 

Let X and Y be orthonorrnal vectors with respect to g in D, where D is the 

distribution defined by 77.α =0, From (4. 1) and (4.3) we have 

• 

*K(X， Y)=유g(*R(X， Y)X , Y)/육g(X， X)*g(Y , Y) 

=a-1 [K(X, Y)+3s(1-a)F(X, Y)2] 

、
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Since F(컨， eμ)=0 and F(β， eμ*)=-δxμ’ we have (6.2) and (6.3). 

Now assumme that H and L defined by 

H=sup{K(X,fX)}; XεD， 

L=inf{K(X,fX)}; XεD. 

exist and that H +3s>0. 

(6.4) 

then t defined bv 

t=(L+3s)/(H +3s) 

is invariant for the D-homothetic deformation (6.1) .. In this case we say that M 

is f-holomorphicaIly pinched. 

LE ìv1MA 6.2. Jf a framed S-mαnzfold M is f-holomorþhicαlly þinclzed, we can 

find a Riemα%%Z·αnetγic * g by D-lzomothetic dζfornzation so thαt *H=s and 츄L= 

(4t-3)s with resþec! to (f, *g. *화， 채'a)' 

PROOF. If we put a=(H +3s)/4s. then from (6.3) we have *H=s. 

LE ìv1MA. 6.3. (D. E. Blair [1]) Let M be a framed S-mαχzfold. then foγ any. 

vectors X. Y ε D. we have 

1 (6.5) g(R(X. Y) X.Y)= 32 [3D(X+fY) +3D(X-fY)-D(X+Y) 

-D(X -Y) -4D(X)-4D(Y) -24sP(X. Y)]. 

where D(X)=g(R(X,fX)X,fX) and 

P(X, Y) = g(X, Y)2 - g(X, X)g(Y, Y) + F(X, Y)2 . 

Esþecz'ally zf X and Yare orthonormal. denoti쟁: H(X)=K(X,fX) and g(X,fY) 

=cos(3, μ!e haνe 

2 
(6.6) K(X. y) =웅 [3(1+cos8) H(X+fY)+3(1-cos6)2H(X-fY) 

-H(X + Y) -H(X - Y)-H(X)-H(Y) +6s sin2
(3] 

LEMMA 6.4. In a framed S-manzfold M , for an orthonormal þair X , Y ε D ,. 

we have 

(6.7) K(X, Y)+sin
2

(3 K(X,fX)= ~ [(l+cos (3/H(X+fY) 
4 

+(1-cos6)2H(X-fY)+H(X+Y) 

+H(X-Y) -H(X)-H(Y)+6s sin2
(3] 

PROOF. Replacing Y by fY in (6.5) and adding the resulting equation to (6.6) .. 

we get (6.7). 

FinaIly we prove 
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THEOREM 6. 5. Let M be a framed S-ηzanifold μ，hich is f-holomorPhically pinched 

1 (. 1 \ 
ith t>τ\1-요). Then b1(M)=0 . 

PROOF. We put X=eÀ. and Y=eμ in (6.7) , then(6,7) is written by 

KÀ.μ+핀μ융=춘 [H(eÀ. +eμ}) +Kea-eμJ+H(eÀ. + eμ) 
+H(eÀ.- eμ)-H(eÀ.)-H(eμ) +6s) • 

By a D-homothetic deformation (6.1) , the last equation is transformed into 

a(*KÀ.μ+용KÀ.μ싸)=웅[용H(eÀ. + eμJ+*H(eÀ.- eμ‘) +*H(eÀ. + eμ) 

+*H(e-eμ)-휴H(eÀ.)-*H(eμ) +6s) , 

from which and Iemma 6.2 we have 

4st-2s드*K， +*K “ .. <4s-2st À.u' u À.t1 

(6.8) ~μ(용KÀ.μ+*KÀ.μ")=~À.갖μ(*KÀ.μ +*KÀ.μ‘) +%KXλ‘ 

늘(4nt-2n-l)s 

Therefore, by Theorem 4.3 we have t> (n-l)/2n for s>O. 
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